
Model Interpolation of a Nonlinear System

Background

Safety critical systems like autonomous driving or medical devices demand for powerful verification methodo-
logies. Formal verification offers this opportunity. However for analog circuits and systems formal verification
suffers from complexity and nonlinearity of underlying equations in transistor models. Vera is a in-house tool
used for equivalence checking and thus is a step to concur the verification task. The main concept of the algo-
rithm lies in the sampling done in the state space. Using this sampling algorithm for one circuit only, [1] has
shown how to accurate build behavioral models from the sampled state space thus enhancing design, simulation
and validation routines.
This thesis aims to build accurate nonlinear functions from a sampled state space using interpolation methods

Description

In the mathematical field, interpolation is a method used to build descriptive functions using sampled data
points. using the sampled state space and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors at each point in the state space the
following tasks should be archived.

Task

• find a nonlinear function using at least bicubic interpolation that models the input/output behavior

• find a nonlinear function using at least bicubic interpolation that models the whole systems states and
output similar to the state space representation:

ẋ = f(x, u)

y = g(x, y)

• implement the algorithm in Matlab

• Optional : on the fly interpolation: connect the algorithm using a socket or pipes to a C pogramm (Vera)
or to Matlab. Thus interpolating constantly with new additional data sets
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